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Abstract
Since the introduction of the smart phone, it is estimated that there are over a trillion licensable
images on the Internet today. A simple web search gives access to thousands of photos, and
with just a click, a digital file can be saved to the desktop. The Internet makes it difficult to
identify copyright owners for payment and licensing is costly for potential buyers. Arguably,
most theft happens because it’s inconvenient to do it any other way. According to a study done
by Getty Images and the Stock Artists Alliance, 70% of all visual media used on the Internet
today was not authorized by the copyright owner. This leads to a loss of billions of dollars to
content owners. Unfortunately, roughly 80% of unauthorized uses are non-commercial and not
pursuable for monetary value because they are personal blogs, forums, ad supported blogs, or
there is no identifiable owner. The only action is to send DMCA takedown notices to the ISP or
hosting company to remove the infringing content from the websites.
Commercial infringements are expensive to pursue. According to Penn Law, the average cost to
litigate a copyright infringement case through trial ranges from $384,000 to $2,000,000.
Additionally, to pursue a case in federal court the image must be registered through the US
copyright office. According to a survey done by PPA, only 4% of professional photographers
register their copyrights. This leaves very few cases for photographers to monetize.
The photo licensing industry is controlled by a few companies who keep up to 85% of licensing
revenues leaving little profit for creators and rights owners. The current landscape lacks
transparency and efficiency in protecting copyrights, managing licensing, and leaves few ways
for creators to monetize their work. This limits industry growth and creates legal issues for both
rights holders and photo buyers. Blockchain decentralization and smart contracts promises
incentives and technology to solve these challenges.
Image Protect is a revolutionary content rights platform, utilizing blockchain technology to
manage, protect and monetize digital media for content producers of all levels, publishers, and
advertisers. Our embeddable in-image advertising format, IPShare™, lies at the heart of our
mission. IPShare™ will significantly change the current copyright and licensing landscape by
locking in attribution, securely sharing content, gaining visibility, social engagement, ownership
authentication, easy-to-use licensing, and revenue growth from online advertising. Image
Protect’s marketplace will be the center for all digital transactions, allowing complete transparent
licensing and increased protection for all digital assets. Designed to restore trust and
transparency to its members, blockchain technology will be used to securely record transactions
that are impossible to later repudiate or manipulate. Blockchain will also be used to secure
smart-contracts to create transparency into sales history, usage, evidence collection and
provenance of registered content.

Reasons to Support ICO
1. Strong team with impressive success story and industry experience.
2. 450,000 members with over 35,000,000 digital assets.
3. IPShare™ technology makes images virtually impossible to steal and differentiates us from
competition by generating ad revenue through an embeddable image format, comprised of inimage advertising, hot links, and social sharing.
4. IMAGE tokens receive 10% of revenue generated from infringement settlements, smartlicensing and recurring online ad revenue from impressions, click-through traffic and shares.
This allows a token owner to earn revenue for years to come.
5. Image Protect democratizes the market, supporting competition, quality and growth and
releases content creators and end consumers from domination of monopolist intermediaries
with their enormous fees up to 85% of payments.
6. Blockchain-based registry protects authors’ rights and saves end users from lawsuits risks.
7. Smart contracts (or smart licenses) allow access to large market of rights managed
(exclusive) content.
8. Combined Market Revenues $345BLN by 2020.
9. IMAGE Tokens are issued by a real operating company - not newly created “shell company”:
existing company based in the United States and operating since 2014.
Using resources gained through fundraising and the use of IMAGE (Image Protect Token) will
allow us to apply blockchain technology within the visual content market. As a result, the biggest
issues with copyright protection and monetization will be resolved and bring significant growth to
the marketplace. We are ready for the next step – our platform will change the copyright market
landscape forever!

Introduction to Image Protect
Since 2015, Image Protect has become the fastest growing community of visual artists focused
on copyright protection. By combining advanced image search technology, digital image
recognition, and a secure shareable online image format, IPShare™, with a growing platform of
over 450,000 members, Image Protect is at the forefront for the protection and monetization of
global copyright. We’ve achieved explosive growth in membership due to strategic partnerships
with an array of photo-related technology agencies (500px, Snapwi.re, Mega, etc.).
Image Protect is introducing a revolutionary new digital licensing model, IPShare™. Currently,
Image Protect sends the standard DMCA takedown notice to an ISP or hosting company for
removal of the original image. With the launch of our new IPShare™ technology, Image Protect
now asks the website owner to replace the current image with the same image that has been
converted to the IPShare™ embeddable format. It’s as simple as copying and pasting the image
into the user’s website dashboard across all web templates, i.e., WordPress, Blogger,
SquareSpace, Wix, etc. The image is instantly transformed into an online billboard, containing
in-image advertising, hot links, social sharing and dynamic messaging. This new technology
derives revenue from the global digital advertising market, which is expected to grow to over
$291B by 2020 (1). Our IPShare™ solution will significantly change the current copyright and
licensing landscape by locking in attribution, securely sharing content, gaining visibility, social
engagement, ownership authentication, easy-to-use licensing, and revenue growth from online
advertising.

From Static Image to IPShare™ – In a Snap!

IPShare™ Infographic showing process of static jpeg to controlled in-image advertising format.

Image Protect is building a global decentralized copyright registry for digital content that
authenticates users and links intellectual property to make the management of digital content
universally accessible. Our online registry will generate a unique ecosystem for rights owners,
creating a new efficient marketplace for licensing and monetization. The smart-contract
formalizes existing licensing rights for digital assets, making them easy for a creator or photo
buyer to use, transfer or modify. The blockchain is used to securely record ownership
transactions and legal evidence for infringement case that is impossible to later repudiate or
manipulate. Secure smart-contracts create transparency into usage and provenance of
registered content. Our image recognition and internet search technology, provides visibility
into media usage by crawling the web, applying machine learning to identify similar or identical
media, and subsequently reporting their existence and location to the registered owners.
Our powerful dashboard allows members
to monitor content usage, check
earnings, review analytics, activate
content, find new websites, and focus on
media buys. Our proprietary image
recognition technology, along with a
cloud-sourced team, analyzes every
image in our network. Our technology
breaks down the pixels within the image
itself, identifying objects and themes
according to the latest open RTB
standards. Our cutting-edge keyword
technology helps advertisers target their
campaigns to highly relevant content &
images.
The result is better performance & ensures consumers are more interested in the campaigns
they see. This new technology generates additional revenue while providing a targeted, first
person advertising opportunity across all types of online content.
(1) https://www.cnbc.com/2017/12/04/global-advertising-spend-2020-online-and-offline-ad-spend-to-be-equal.html

Creative Community
Our mission is to use technology to create a sustainable, community of image creators of all
levels, image buyers and copyright experts all focused on the protection and monetization of
digital content.
Creative Economy
Image Protect’s marketplace will assure the transparent licensing of rights-cleared and
protected digital assets, allowing for increased profits for content creators and decreased
consumer expenses, while providing more product opportunities.
Efficiency
Using Artificial Intelligence, Image Protect streamlines image registration, management,
protection and distribution, allowing content creators to benefit from new revenue models and
faster payments.

Transparency
Designed to restore trust and transparency to its members, Image Protect’s global decentralized
copyright registry for digital content authenticates users and links intellectual property to make
the management of digital content universally accessible. Blockchain technology securely
records ownership transactions that are impossible to later repudiate or manipulate. Secure
smart-contracts create transparency into usage and provenance of registered content.

How we work:

Current Service Overview
Image Protect offers a highly automated end-to-end solution comprised of copyright registration,
global image monitoring, DMCA takedowns, IPShare™ in-image advertising, post-usage
licensing, and image data analytics. Our web application monitors the global Internet to seek
and collect evidence for illegally used visual content. Utilizing our streamlined dashboard,
customers upload their copyrighted images to our database for analysis. Our software crawls
the web to detect uses of their digital media, of which the customer may or may not be aware.
After client review, Image Protect sends notices directly to the identified infringers and/or their
hosting company (ISP). The notice contains a post usage licensing fee and details the actual
use on the website, title of the copyrighted intellectual property and other specific technology
identifiers to confirm the infringement. Infringers who accept the offer remit payment to Image
Protect through our automated payment portal. Part of the license fee is disbursed to the
copyright owners. Commercial infringers who do not accept the settlement offer are forwarded
to our legal or debt collection partners in North America, Europe and Asia for legal action. ISP’s,
for non-commercial infringers, are sent a DMCA notice to remove the infringing work from their
client’s websites.
In 2017, we processed 59M images and found 23M new websites using our client’s images.
Typically, 1% of all websites in our findings are commercial infringements. We average
$1000.00 in post licensing fees per case. This equates to a total overall value of $230MM in
pursuable license fees. Additionally, in 2017, 8MM non-commercial websites (personal blogs,
forums, ad supported blogs, etc.) were submittable for IPShare™ replacement. The total
projected value from CPM and CPC ad revenue is $200MM per year. We offer an end-to-end
service comprised of copyright registration, global image monitoring, DMCA takedowns, post
usage licensing, and image data analytics.

Statistically speaking:

Our key services:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

IPTrack™ Global Internet Image Monitoring
Standard DMCA Takedowns
IPShare™ Image Replacement
Post Usage Licensing
Simplified Copyright Registration with the US Copyright Office.
Real-time Image Data Analytics

IPTrack™ Global Internet Image Monitoring
Image Protect has built a sophisticated image recognition and web crawler, which quickly and
accurately searches by image and metadata to find where that image appears online. We are
experts in computer vision, pattern recognition, and machine learning.

Upon uploading an image, our crawler automatically and continually crawls the Internet. The
software then filters, categorizes, and gathers all relevant evidence from all websites found
using client’s images. Clients mark the new findings as licensed, unauthorized or can exclude
domains from further searches.

Standard DMCA Takedowns
Any owner of content has the right to process a takedown notice against a website owner and/or
an Online Service Provider (e.g. ISP, hosting company etc.) if the content owner's property is
found online without their permission. For non-commercial infringements, Image Protect has
developed an automated system to send DMCA takedown notices directly to Online Service
Providers. Once the unauthorized content has been removed the case is closed and they will
receive no further notices.

IPShare™ Image Replacement
As an option to the Standard DMCA Takedown notice, Image Protect has developed the
IPShare™ technology - an interactive online image format with in-image advertising, hot links,
social sharing and dynamic messaging. This image format makes it impossible to steal the
image by either downloading or screenshot/screen printing. This new model allows us to sell inimage advertising, which we share a portion of the proceeds to the creator. The model works
similar to the DMCA Takedown notice, but instead of requesting a removal of the content, we
ask to replace the image with our proprietary embed code image. It is a win-win for all parties,
the creator enjoys revenue from converted CPM and CPC models, and the website/blog owner
enjoys the use of the image without fees or penalties.

IPShare™ Visual showing social capabilities

IPShare™ technology with potential use case is below. Customer uploads ads over images we
crawl and match daily; very much like digital billboards on top of each piece of online real estate
we find. They are then billed monthly based on recurring impressions, click-throughs, and
shares. The complete process is controlled via the secure ImageProtect dashboard.

IPShare™ Visual highlighting in-image advertising capabilities.

Post Usage Licensing
When an image is found and verified to be unlicensed by the website owner, a post usage
license is created. This gives the infringer the opportunity to purchase a proper license, rather
than facing a federal copyright lawsuit. Post usage licensing fees are typically 2x the original
license fee, or an average of $1000. If the infringer does not accept the post-licensing fee, the
case is transferred to an attorney in the country of the infringement to pursue a settlement within
the courts.

Simplified Copyright Registration with the US Copyright Office
Image Protect has simplified the application process with the US Copyright Office. We help
administer the registration process by completing all of the correct forms with the correct
information and submitting the completed forms with images for registration. Once this process
is completed, Image Protect notifies the rights owner by email that their registration has been
submitted and received by the U.S. Copyright Office. This date becomes the registration date
for their work. Once the registration has been approved, the US Copyright Office will physically
mail the Certificate of Registration directly to them at the address they provide.

Real-time Image Analytics
Using Big Data processing through millions of IP objects, with hundreds of different attributes,
we provide full-scale analysis for our registered users. We also track IPShare™ impressions,
click-through traffic, social media shares, and related geographic and demographic data.

Trusted by over 450k global media agencies and photographers:

Company Structure
Image Protect, Inc. Delaware Corporation (IMTL) (United States)

Management Team
Matthew Goldman / Chief Executive Officer, Founder
Matthew has over 18 years of professional experience within the digital media industry. Before
Co-founding Image Protect, Matthew held the position as Senior Director of Global Media
partnerships at Corbis Images, a Bill Gates privately held media licensing company. He’s also
held several key executive and advisory roles with innovative start-ups within the Silicon
Beach environment.
Lawrence Adams / Chief Executive Officer – Security Markets
In 2015, Mr. Adams founded Seaside Advisors LLC, an advisory company designed to assist
public companies in all facets of the capital markets. He consults on mergers and acquisitions,
as well as Form S-1 registrations for capital raises and corporate structure. Prior to this position,
Mr. Adams was a partner in Madison Park Advisors II, LLC a New York based boutique focused
on the private to public market. He would then continue to work with the companies on capital
raises and future acquisitions. Mr. Adams was appointed to the Board of Directors and CEO of
Image Protect in September of 2015.
Jonathan Thomas / Chief Product Officer, Founder
Jonathan has over 10 years of professional experience in the digital media industry as the CEO
of Lived In Images, Inc. He has brokered large-scale licensing and distribution deals with media
giants including Getty Images and Corbis, as well as many other global media partners. His vast
experience with building media brands and knowledge of the digital media landscape gives him
complete insight into the valuable emergence of online copyright enforcement.
Shauna Banks / Chief Operating Officer, Founder
Shauna has over 20 years of management, sales and customer relations experience. As the
youngest manager hired by a national toy company, she was able to take one of the company’s
failing business products to profitability within her first year. This set her on a course for helping
start-ups build rapid growth within a short period of time. Eventually, Shauna owned and
operated a successful furniture and interior design company for over 10 years until she sold the
business to take the time to raise her daughter. As one of the initial founders of ImageProtect,
Shauna brought her operational abilities to lay the framework for all core operations and initial
software launch.
Frederick Steinmann / Chief Financial Officer
Frederick graduated from Albany in 2003 and became a Certified Public Accountant in 2011. He
worked with Cohn Reznick for three years on music media tech and hospitality clients. In 2007,
Frederick joined the Blackstone firm before the company went public. While at Blackstone,
Frederick developed processes and implemented technology to scale from a private company to
a public company. Since 2014, Frederick has advised early stage tech, media, and crypto
companies in matters of accounting, finance, and tax and business development.

Andrey Gubar / Chief Technology Officer
With more than fifteen years of experience in software development as a project manager, lead
developer, and system architect, Andrey brings a wealth of experience across all types of web
and mobile environments. His main focus has been large-scale and distributed systems,
blockchain and cryptocurrency, and many others. Andrey received his Master of Science degree
in Computer Science (Software Development) at the Dnipro National University (Dnipro city,
Ukraine).
William Eilers / Corporate Counsel
As the Managing Partner with the Eilers Law Group, P.A., Mr. Eilers provides SEC compliance
and business development for Micro to Mid-cap transactions, including bridge loans and debt
purchases. He works with both private and public offerings, regulatory compliance, SEC filings
and Rule 144 opinions.

Advisors
Ben Arnon / Cryptoassets/Blockchain Investor & Advisor
Ben is a veteran in the media space, having transitioned over time from traditional media to
digital and social media. Ben has held various positions at Universal Pictures, Universal Music
Group, Yahoo! and Wildfire, which was acquired by Google in 2012.
Jason Brinberg / Cryptoassets/Blockchain Investor & Advisor
Jason Brinberg, has nearly two decades worth of experience in technology and finance. He
graduated in computer engineering from The University of Pennsylvania, where he augmented
computer science coursework with Wharton finance and portfolio management projects. Jason
has overseen organizational change and technology projects, working with US Equities,
Fixed Income, Hedge Fund, and Fund of Funds groups. In 2017, Jason cofounded
Crypto Partners and established mining and cryptocurrency investment, trading, and advisory
operations. In 2018 Jason co-founded North Star Funds, specializing in cryptocurrency and
technology investment.
Bryan Lemster / Owner, Halcyon Innovation & Blockchain Advisor
Bryan Lemster is President of Halcyon Innovation, LLC., a web and mobile development firm.
For the last twelve years Bryan has engaged in large-scale development projects including
social networks, Blockchain/cryptocurrency projects and mobile application development
including the iPhone and Android platforms. Previous to Halcyon, Bryan worked at one of the
largest software companies, Computer Associates, as a lead engineer on new development
projects. He graduated from the University of Southern California with a Bachelor of Science
in Computer Science and a minor in Business. He currently resides in Los Angeles.
Dennis Lewis / ICO Marketing Expert
As a seasoned digital storyteller and ICO marketing specialist with a proven track record in
both Europe and the United States, Dennis has successfully lead to market and exited multiple
startup companies, and prides himself on his ability to make complex projects easy to
understand and relatable. In a marketing landscape increasingly obsessed with shiny objects
and overly complicated sales funnels, Dennis still believes that the key to any successful
marketing campaign are the words on the page.

Adam Helfgott / CEO MadHive Ad Network
Adam is a CTO and serial tech entrepreneur. As the Co-Founder and CEO of MadHive, Adam
conceptualizes and builds OTT ad tech with a blockchain architecture. Adam has worked
directly on multiple blockchain projects and has held strategic advisory positions within several
leading blockchain and media companies including Gem and IMG/WME.
Angela Abshier / Blockchain Start-up Developer and Innovator
Angela’s passion for creative industries led her to study intellectual property law around the
time Napster rocked the music industry. Since then, in nearly all of her professional endeavors,
she has sought to create equity around art, commerce and technology projects. Angela has
broad experience with copyright, entertainment and contract law. She has spent a large
portion of her career earning credentials within the gaming industry while pursuing
entrepreneurial endeavors in a variety of digital media projects. She is an advocate for artists
rights to her core.

Technology Team
Dmitry Gladush - Senior Software Developer
Alex Mokhonko - Backend Software Developer
Max Shmaliy - Backend Software Developer
Eugeny Panasenko - Backend/Frontend Software Developer
Alex Lysak - Backend/Frontend Software Developer
Olga Bondarenko - Frontend Software Developer
Piotr Damek – Database Admin

Roadmap & Key Technological Milestones

Problems & Solutions
1. Unauthorized Usage Monetization – IPShare™
Problem: 80% of all websites found using our proprietary image recognition and web crawling
technologies cannot be monetized through traditional image licensing. This leaves the content
owner with little to no time and/or money to spend on DMCA takedown notices.
Solution: Image Protect is introducing a revolutionary new digital licensing model, IPShare™.
Instead of sending the standard DMCA takedown notice to an ISP or hosting company, we ask
the website owner to replace the current image (jpeg or gif) with the same image that has been
converted to the IPShare™ embeddable format. It’s as simple as copying and pasting the image
into the user’s website template. It is a win-win for all parties, the creator enjoys revenue from
converted CPM and CPC models, and the website/blog owner enjoys the use of the image
without fees or penalties. Our solution will significantly change the current copyright and
licensing landscape by locking in attribution, securely sharing content, gaining visibility, social
engagement, ownership authentication, easy-to-use licensing, and revenue growth from online
advertising. This interactive online image format contains in-image advertising, hot links, social
sharing and dynamic messaging. This new technology derives revenue from the global digital
advertising market, which is expected to grow to over $291B by 2020.

2. Content Marketplace – IPMarket™
Problem: The current picture industry is heavily dominated by giant image conglomerates, such
as Shutterstock, Fotolia, and Getty Images, which in most instances, keep over 85% of the
gross revenue per image. Artists suffer from lack of fair profit margins yet have nowhere else to
turn due to the overall market share generated by these large image distributors. Users
generate the value of these networks, but fail to be compensated in any manner as the
distribution platforms lack any type of proprietary identification systems, solid tracking
algorithms, and/or incentivized revenue models. Decentralization promises to solve some, if not
all of these user-based challenges.
Solution: A new marketplace for digital images will follow the implementation of our Global
Decentralized Copyright Registry. We will set the standard of digital content copyright
management with smart-contracts to formalize existing licensing rights of digital assets, making
them easy for a creator or photo buyer to use, transfer or modify. This in turn, will increase
profits for content creators and decrease consumer expenses, while providing them with more
product opportunities.

3. Rights Management - Smart Contract
Problem: Creators have little control over licensing rights in today’s marketplace. They are
unable to set their own pricing or restrict licensing terms and there is little to no transparency
into usage and provenance of registered content. Additionally, there are long wait times
between royalty payments. Content buyers are often confused by licensing and legal terms,
forcing them into piracy.
Solution: License your work - Transfer, consign or loan digital creations without losing
attribution. Our easy-to-use platform comes equipped with clear legal framework and supports
custom contracts. The Image Protect Terms of Service (TOS) makes smart contracts easy to
use by creators and consumers. It incorporates actions like “I claim copyright rights” (creator,
when registering a work into ascribe) and “I transfer copyright rights, or a license” (old owner to
new owner). One can think of this as copyright in a box, easy to use by the layperson (creator,
consumer). Image Protect works closely with lawyers in several countries as well as its own inhouse general counsel to develop a TOS that addresses these issues.
PayPal enabled electronic transfer of money between individuals, allowing money to flow across
the Internet from and to non-corporate end-users in the ‘long tail’. Similarly, Image Protect’s
smart contracts enable electronic transfer of digital property between individuals, allowing digital
property to flow across the Internet and into the long tail.

4. Visibility into Usage
Problem: Due to the lack of a unified visual digital content registry, it is difficult to know if a
particular work has already been used before and if so, which territorial rights have been applied
to it. The surrounding legal issues can be tedious with everyone from an individual user to the
largest of corporations facing legal risk.
Solution: Even richer visibility into usage of the digital property. Trace where and how your
work spreads on the Internet. We show you all the sites your work has appeared on and its
growth over time using. It would continue to support existing functionality of registration,
transfer of ownership, loaning, renting, and sharing. It would support partial attribution among
multiple parties. This includes attribution with the possibility of compensation for all creators, not
just digital artists. Licensing will be rights managed, royalty free or creative commons. We are
working on more complex licensing capabilities to support the evolving nature of international
global media. There would be ways to increase visibility into how the work is reproduced,
distributed, and what derivative works there are.
•
•
•
•

Visibility into usage of the digital property by auto-discovering where it’s used online and
recording changes to ownership (provenance).
Tracking: crawl the web and show creators where their works are being used. Tracking
leverages elements of machine learning and big data.
Screening: whenever a new item is registered, owners of similar IP that have already
registered are notified.
Provenance: recording the history of ownership, and other transfer transactions. This
web-crawl aspect is a posteriori approach to provenance discovery, and the registry a
priori approach.

5. Proof of Sales/Licensing History and Legal Evidence – Blockchain Registration
Problem: The main problem with today’s visual image market is there is little to no sales/
licensing transparency, nor is there a simple mechanism to efficiently control and manage an
artists’ copyright. These factors severely limit the potential for revenue and create legal issues
on both sides of the licensing transaction. On one side, artists are losing out on a lion share of
revenue due to the unauthorized usage from across the Internet. From the buyer’s perspective,
some of the online theft could actually be converted into legal licenses if the blockchain
information was contained at image level.
Solution: IPChain™ is a Global Decentralized Copyright Register for digital content, which
locks in attribution to create a permanent and unbreakable link between the rights owner and
their creative works. That link can be forever verified and tracked. Creators validate their
copyrights and receive a Certificate of Authenticity (COA). Each registered asset comes with a
COA, a built in unique cryptographic ID and the complete sales/licensing history. A user can
access the chain at any time to verify and even print a copy of the COA. The registry will
include, not only, time-stamped hashes of ownership transactions, but also the metadata (artist
name, title, etc.) as well as the data blobs themselves (.mov, .png, etc.). Just as the current
registry is owned by no one and accessible by all (because it’s the blockchain), we also envision
this for the metadata and the accompanying descriptive information. With the appropriate
incentives, this could evolve into an archival role that could serve as a unifying function for
libraries, museums, and the Internet Archive (archive.org) of today.

Key Blockchain Benefits:
1. Lock-in Attribution - Create a permanent and unbreakable link between you and your
creative work. That link – the record of ownership – can be forever verified and tracked.
2. Securely Share - Securely share your digital content with friends, family or fans.
Transferring work is made as easy as sending an email.
3. Gain Visibility - Trace where and how your work spreads on the Internet. We show you
all the sites your work has appeared on and its growth over time using
4. Certificate of Authenticity - Each registered piece comes with a COA, a built in unique
cryptographic ID and the complete ownership history. The COA can be verified anytime
and printed out.
5. License your work - Transfer, consign or loan your digital creations without losing
attribution. Our easy-to-use platform comes equipped with clear legal framework and
supports custom contracts.

Market
Market Size and Future Growth
Although Image Protect’s clients are within the $10B Photography industry, our main focus will
be on the global digital online advertising market utilizing our IPShare™ technology. Statista
estimates the Ad market will likely stand at more than $227 billion globally. This figure could
increase by more than 46 percent to $332 billion in four years' time. One thing most observers
are pretty sure of is that the digital ad market will in the foreseeable future show no signs of
saturation.

The New Photography Marketplace

Image Protect vs. the Competition: Summary
Image Protect is the only company to offer a complete solution to protect and monetize digital
content online. There are competitors to Image Protect in each of the individual areas, but none
of them have the strength of speed, ability to match rates and adaptability of Image Protect. We
have created a customer-centric culture focused on protection and long-term monetization of
digital content. We do not compete on price, but rather aim to find better solutions for customer
revenue growth. In three short years, we’ve amassed a powerful subscriber community with the
largest archive of images being tracked and monetized daily. Our long-term contracts with the
largest stock photo agencies, content producers and photo-centric tech companies makes it
difficult for competitors to grab a large portion of market share quickly and without huge
marketing costs.

STATISTICS

Statistical Analysis – Online Advertising Market
What Ad Growth Looks Like in the Digital Arena:
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Digital advertising revenue worldwide from 2015 to 2021, by format (in billion U.S. Dollars)
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Domestically, Google controls
roughly 34 percent of the U.S.
digital ad market, followed by
Facebook with 16 percent. By
2018, Google’s search
revenues are expected to bring
in $32.40 billion of the $40.49
billion domestic industry.
Google will make up 35 percent
of mobile spend this year while
Facebook generates 23.6
percent of spend, meaning that
the two companies collectively
make up 58 percent of mobile
ad spend. Google alone stands
to generate over $123.5 billion
dollars (USD) in revenue.

Global Net Ad Revenue Share for Digital and Mobile in 2017

Mobile advertising will drive digital ad spending over the forecast period. This year, mobile will
account for 63.3% of digital and 24.3% of total media ad spending. By 2021, it will grow to a
77.1% share of digital and 37.1% of total media ad investments.

Top Countries by Annual Online Ad Spend
Although the U.S. market is still about
double the size of the Chinese market,
ad spend in China is expected to
continue to close the gap. Brandon
Verblow, an analyst at Forrester, sees
several contributing factors to China’s
growing advertising market: Its size, its
growth in per capita GDP, and its
improving online connectivity.

Ad spending outside of the U.S. (2010 - 2018)

Social Media Ad Spending Per Social Network User Worldwide (In USD)
Image Protect will also
focus on Social media
websites, as this industry
is also growing at a rapid
rate. We have begun
reaching out to various
Social Media networks
(Facebook, Pinterest,
Tumblr, Instagram, etc.) to
test the interest of placing
ads over images found on
these social websites.
This potential partnerships
with Social sites will
become an easier become
easier as Image Protect on-boards thousands of individual photographers and controls
hundreds of millions of images from across the Internet.
According to a recent report from eMarketer, advertisers worldwide will be spending a
whopping $23 billion on social media in 2015 to reach their consumers, a 33.5% increase from
2014. The report also indicates that by 2017 advertisers will be spending around $35 billion
dollars on social media advertising.

References:
https://www.statista.com/chart/9043/digital-advertising-revenue-worldwide/
https://digiday.com/marketing/charts-forecasting-2017/
https://www.recode.net/2017/7/24/16020330/google-digital-mobile-ad-revenue-world-leader-facebook-growth
https://i1.wp.com/digiday.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/by-sector-USE.jpg?resize=600%2C272&ssl=1
https://www.emarketer.com/Article/Google-Facebook-Increase-Their-Grip-on-Digital-Ad-Market/1015417
https://www.emarketer.com/Report/Worldwide-Ad-Spending-eMarketer-Forecast-2017/2002019
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-digital-ad-market-to-grow-16-this-year-led-by-facebook-and-google-1489489202
https://www.emarketer.com/Article/US-Digital-Ad-Spending-Surpass-TV-this-Year/1014469
https://www.statista.com/topics/1176/online-advertising/
https://dazeinfo.com/2015/04/22/social-media-ad-spending-2015-23-68-billion-75-comes-from-na-and-apac-report/

ICO PLAN

ICO Plan
Token Concept (IMAGE Tokens)
In association with our Redemption Token offering expected to launch in 2018, we intend to
further develop anticipated token types and token strategies.

Vesting Schedule
We have too often witnessed teams thinking of an ICO as the payoff. For us, it’s just the
beginning of the next phase of growth. We want to incentivize our advisors, our investors, and
our internal team in ways that are consistent with growth, and the ultimate goal. We believe that
the following chart aligns all of our goals, while providing investor liquidity and flexibility.

IMAGE Token Ecosystem
IMAGE tokens receive 10% of revenue generated from infringement settlements, smartlicensing and recurring online ad revenue from impressions, click-through traffic and shares.
This allows a token owner to earn revenue for years to come.

All transactions within the system are made only in IMAGE and Image Protect always serves as
an intermediary in these payments. Each transaction has a commission in IMAGE paid to Image
Protect.

IMAGE Token Sale
Token Sale & Presale Terms
Website: www.imageprotect.io
Token symbol: IMAGE
Token Standard: Ethereum ERC-20
Maximum number of IMAGE issued: 350,000,000
Number of IMAGE available for sale: 203,250,000
IMAGE price: $.10 USD

Target Cap
Softcap: $250,000 USD
Hardcap: $12,500,000 USD
Accepted cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin (BTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Dash (DASH), Ethereum
(ETH), Litecoin (LTC)

Presale Token Sale Details
Presale start date: June 1, 2018
Presale end date: September 30, 2018
Tokens available at presale: 78,250,000
Presale discount: Up to 30% of IMAGE cost
Presale 1 - (June 1 – June 30, 2018): 28,500,000 tokens (30% discount) @.07 = $1,995,000
Presale 2 - (July 1 – July 31, 2018): 26,250,000 tokens (20% discount) @.08 = $2,100,000
Presale 3 - (August 1 – September 30, 2018): 23,500,000 tokens (10% discount) @.09 =
$2,115,000

Public Token Sale Details
Public Token Sale Details
Token sale start date: October 1, 2018
Token sale end date: December 31, 2018
Tokens available at public sale: 125,000,000 @.10

Tokens unsold during the Token sale will be added to business development tokens. During the
Token sale IMAGE will only be available in the personal IMAGE wallet. After the Token
sale end, IMAGE will become transferable to ERC-20 compatible wallets and crypto exchanges.

Token Sale Duration
The IMAGE issuer has unconditional and unilateral right to change starting and ending date
and/or time of the IMAGE sale period, as well as to extend duration of IMAGE sale period up 30
calendar days.

Distribution of Tokens

Use of Funds

Anti-Money Laundering Requirements
Being an active international market player, Image Protect pays strict adherence to all rules and
regulations pertaining to the international Anti-Money Laundering and Combating the Financing
of Terrorism (AML & CFT) standards. There will be a certain Policy covering AML & CFT
requirements in Image Protect upgraded on a regular basis to ensure its best fit and compliance
with the constantly changing environment of AML & CFT regulations and best market practices.
Image Protect will also establish a set of regular AML & CFT trainings for its employees and
officers.

We welcome any legitimate person interested in our project and supporting it by purchasing the
IMAGE Tokens. We do not discriminate on the basis of race, color, gender, religion, sexual
orientation or to any other class protected by law.
We are building a sustainable, transparent and safe ecosystem. That's why it is important for us
to know our clients and provide them with legally solid solutions. We will implement efficient and
high-quality Know Your Client (KYC) procedures, ensure compliance with AML & CFT
requirements, as well as all best market practices.

DISCLAIMERS

Disclaimers
Financial
IMAGE are tokens to be used in Image Protect’s blockchain-based platform and value
ecosystem. They are not refundable, not securities or anything similar. There is no promise of
future performance. There is no suggestion or promise that IMAGE tokens have or will hold a
particular value. IMAGE tokens give no rights in any entity and do not represent participation in
any entity. IMAGE tokens are sold as a functional utility. Any profit received by an entity that
issued IMAGE tokens may be spent without conditions.

Legal
The purpose of this White Paper is to present the project to the potential buyers of IMAGE
tokens, in connection with the proposed IMAGE Tokens Launch. The information set forth
24 herein may not be exhaustive and does not have any elements of a contractual relationship.
Its sole purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information to potential IMAGE tokens
buyers in order to help them determine whether to undertake a thorough analysis of the project
and IMAGE tokens issuer with the intent of acquiring IMAGE tokens. Nothing in this White
Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor
does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any
jurisdiction. This document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or
regulations of any jurisdiction which are designed to protect buyers. Certain statements,
estimates and financial information contained in this White Paper constitute forward-looking
statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or information include known and
unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause actual events or results to differ materially
from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements. This
English language White Paper is the primary official source of information about the IMAGE
Tokens Launch. The information contained herein (or any part of it) may from time to time be
translated into other languages or used in the course of written or verbal communications with
existing and prospective buyers, service providers etc. In the course of such translation or
communication some of the information contained herein may be lost, corrupted, or
misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative communications cannot be guaranteed. In the
event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and communications and
this official English language White Paper, the provisions of this English language original
document shall prevail. All numbers and graphics within this whitepaper are for visual
presentation purposes only and may not reflect the actual individual results.

Cyber Security
IMAGE Tokens Sale Page and all other pages owned by the IMAGE tokens issuer or its
partners have been audited by a cyber security professional in order to reduce risks.
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